Moving back to health: Scia2ca
This advice is provided by a team of health care professionals to help and support you so
you can take control of your symptoms. It is important not to let back pain take over your
life and following this informa;on on scia;ca, you will know more about what it is, what you
can do about it and how we can help. For further informa;on, see www.sheﬃeldbackpain.com

What is scia2ca?
Scia;ca refers to pain that travels down the back
of the leg from the lower back or bu@ock to the
foot due to irrita;on of the scia;c nerve. It is
oAen accompanied by back pain, but normally
the leg pain is worse than the back pain.

Good news - 9 out of 10
cases resolve without
specialist input and
treatment. More than 7 out
of 10 people report
improvements in their
symptoms within 4 weeks.

What causes it?
Our nerves leave the spine through small tunnels made by the bones of the spine. Some of
these nerves in our lower back then merge to form the scia;c nerve. This happens on both
sides of the spine and we therefore have a scia;c nerve running down each leg. If any of the
nerves leaving the spine are irritated as they travel through the tunnel, either by swollen
joints, muscles or ligaments, or due to a bulging disc, this can cause us pain anywhere along
the length of the scia;c nerve.

Why does the pain travel down the leg?
The scia;c nerves leave the spine in the lower
back and travel into the bu@ock and down the
leg to the lower leg and to the foot. When a
scia;c nerve is irritated, as described previously,
the irrita;on caused leads to severe, shoo;ng
pain travelling down all or part of this nerve and
can be accompanied with pins and needles and
numbness.

A ‘slipped disc’ is a term
commonly used. The term is
incorrect, and discs do not
slip, they bulge. They
change regularly so being
told you have a bulge does
not mean it will stay like that
forever.

Warning signs
Rarely, the spinal cord that is responsible for bowel and bladder
function can be pressed upon. If you suffer from any of the symptoms
below, you should visit your GP or A&E immediately:
▪

Loss or decreased sensa;on around the bu@ock area.

▪

Inability to hold on to your urine or control your bowels.

▪

Inability to pass urine or get an erec;on.

▪

Pain into both legs.

▪

Progressive weakness in the legs.

What treatments are available?
Keeping ac;ve is very important and you may ﬁnd that you need to take regular pain
relievers to achieve this. Use pain relievers to mask the pain as you need to keep ac;ve and
you cannot do yourself any harm in doing so. You will be given advice on ac;vi;es that will
help you and it is common to have some degree of discomfort during recovery but this is
not harmful. By keeping mobile and doing gentle ac;vity, you will stop your muscles
becoming ;ght and weak – this may lead to long term problems. Remember if you have
speciﬁc concerns it is important to discuss this with your health care professional.
As highlighted earlier scia;ca is only rarely the sign of a serious problem. We acknowledge it
is very unpleasant, but the pain you experience does not mean ongoing damage is being
done.
Ini;ally you should visit your GP prac;ce for an assessment. They will provide you with
appropriate pain relief, and advice. If this is not helping they should review you and adjust
your treatment. It takes ;me for things to se@le. If your symptoms are not se@ling you may
be referred to a team with mul;ple skills to oﬀer further assessment and treatment. A small
number of people some;mes have pressure on their nerves that is not improving. These
people are assessed for things like MRI scans or a surgeons opinion. This is not the route for
the vast majority of people as things should get be@er.

The GP will establish if you have
scia2ca and in the majority of
cases will be able to appropriately
manage your symptoms.
Occasionally a GP may refer to a
specialist spinal team.

An important resource is the
community pharmacist who can
help advise you what pain
relievers to take and which are
available over the counter.

